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Smooth out your shaky videos with Smooth Movie for iPhone 3GS
Published on 03/08/10
App developer Kabuki Vision has solved the problem of shaky iPhone videos with the release
of Smooth Movie 1.0 for the iPhone 3GS. Smooth Movie analyzes shaky videos and applies an
image stabilization algorithm to the frames, resulting in a much smoother movie. After
processing, the smoothed movie can be saved to the iPhone's photo album for future
viewing, emailing, or uploading. The app features a streamlined interface and allows
anyone to get started right away.
San Diego, California - App developer Kabuki Vision has solved the problem of shaky iPhone
videos with the release of Smooth Movie 1.0 for the iPhone 3GS. Smooth Movie analyzes
shaky videos and applies an image stabilization algorithm to the frames, resulting in a
much smoother movie. After processing, the smoothed movie can be saved to the iPhone's
photo album for future viewing, emailing, or uploading.
Smooth Movie is the first and only video stabilization app available on the app store.
"Traditionally, you would need to the power of a desktop computer to perform this kind of
video smoothing", says Adam Shaw, founder of Kabuki Vision. "Now with the speed and power
of the iPhone 3GS, videos can be smoothed right on the device itself, which is much more
convenient".
The app features a streamlined interface which allows anyone to get started with smoothing
their shaky videos right away. Additionally, Smooth Movie offers three levels of smoothing
quality, so even the shakiest of videos can be processed. Example movies that have been
processed with Smooth Movie can be viewed on the Kabuki Vision web site.
System Requirements:
* iPhone 3GS
* OS 3.1 or greater
* 10.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Smooth Movie 1.0 is $1.99 (USD) and is available exclusively through the App Store in the
Photography category.
Smooth Movie 1.0:
http://www.kabukivision.com/smoothmovie/
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/smooth-movie/id357982832?mt=8
Example Videos:
http://www.kabukivision.com/smoothmovie/
Screenshot:
http://www.kabukivision.com/screenshots/files/page6-1013-full.jpg
App Icon:
http://www.kabukivision.com/screenshots/files/page6-1012-full.jpg

Based in San Diego, Kabuki Vision is a independent software developer founded in 2008 by
Adam Shaw and focused on the iPhone and iPod touch. Copyright 2010 Kabuki Vision. All
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